Alumni Meet Report
The alumni meet was conducted on 05/12/2015, from 10.30AM to 1PM. 52 alumni from
different years attended the meet. Departmental alumni coordinators Latha B N and Thejaswini P
welcomed alumni and spoke about the communications done to gather alumni.
Dr. Aravind H S, HOD welcomed and briefed the department progress, highlighted the
department activities and facilities available in the department like lab facilities, teaching learning
with projectors, student forum, placement activities, mentoring system, MOU’s like TI, Livewire,
APSIS’s, Kannada technologies, Robert-Rexorth and IOT (Internet Of Things).
Dr. B G Shivaleelavathi, Professor gave presentation on OBE (Out Come Based Education),
about the requirement for NBA and role of Alumni’s in NBA.
Alumni coordinators distributed the Alumni feedback form and collected Alumni opinions
through filled Alumni feedback form.
Vision & Mission of the department and importance of the PEO’s & PO’s were explained to
the Alumni. All the Faculty members were involved in discussion of the various academic
Programs and activities with the alumni.
The following alumni interactions were done for the improvement of education /
infrastructure quality & growth of the department & institution.

Deepak. N. Mathad (2011 Batch): Baba Atomic Research Center, Mumbai
 Alumni meet is like a control system loop for taking suggestions on improving on it.
 Student should be made aware of openings in government sectors.

Chandra Mouli (2013 Batch): Tinken
 Expressed Emotions / bonding with JSSATE.
 Appreciated that Alumni meet is a good step taken to improve the relationships.

Ahilash S C(2009 Batch): Nokia Networking, R& D Engineer
 Completed M. Tech in RV College and was a part of NBA accreditation student committee.
 Exposure for student is identity and required, mini project should be made company and all
documents need to be maintained.
 Academic talks should be conducted by industry person to bridge the gap.

 CCN certification course by juniors helps to build their resume.

Mohammed Khalid Anwar (2009 Batch) : Robert Bosh
 Core company placement is required.
 Workshop must be conducted to bridge the gap between industry and academic.
 Suggested that the fees for workshop should be collected along with the college tuition fees only, so
that it is not burden for the student later.

Sumanth B S (2014 Batch): VASPP Technology on SAP
 Shared views to improve skill set to join a startup company as project is built from scratch.

Krishna Prasad : Placement officer, JSSATE
 Education now a day is changed from syllabus based to outcome based.
 From 8th standard only Washington according standards is maintained.
 Object based education (OBE) is mainly based on stake holders, student, alumni and industry.
 Suggested that Alumni should help to get internship for third M.Tech students.
 Mentioned that by December end or January first week of 2016 college level Alumni meet is planned.
Ankush Kumar (2013 Batch): Capgemini
 Certification courses as to be done for placement.
The HOD accepted the suggestion of the alumni and given assurance to implement the same for
growth of department and also suggested the Alumni to
 Help the present students to get projects from their working place.
 Help the present students to get internship from their working place.
 To give presentations on Advanced Technologies on Saturday afternoon’s.
 To lend offline help to present students.
 To share Alumni experience such as their struggle as a fresher and job exposure.
 To provide expert talk arrangement from outside for each academic subject.
 To provide awareness and updations on present technology for each academic subject.
The HOD assured that the suggestions given by the alumni will be discussed in the Department
meeting for Future actions and Implementation.
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